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The asymmetric distribution of lipids within eukaryotic cellular
membranes are of vital importance for signaling, vesicle
formation and apoptosis. The distribution of lipid between
the membrane leaflets is tightly controlled and the
translocation is carried out by three groups of membrane
proteins: flippases, floppases and scramblases. Floppases
translocate lipids towards the exocytosolic leaflet whereas
scramblases are bidirectional transporters, that serve to
scramble the lipids distribution.

Lastly, the flippases translocate towards the cytosol and the
majority are P4-ATPases, a P-type ATPase subfamily(1).
Mutations in P4-ATPases have been linked to neuronal
degeneration, cerebral ataxia, mental retardation and
Alzheimers’(2), highlighting the importance of gaining a
better understanding of the membrane protein family.

Negative stain EM

Neo1p

Different ATPases states of Neo1p were investigated using negative stain
EM and state specific inhibitors: AMPPCP to capture an E1-ATP-like state
and BeFx to capture an E2P state.

Unlike most P4-ATPases that exists as a
heterodimeric complex with a CDC50
protein, Neo1p does not. To date,
activity has not been measured in
vitro and the lipid substrate(s) have
yet to be identified.
However, Neo1p knockout is terminal
for cells(3).
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Above: Neo1p construct with N-terminal BAD-tag
Left: established purification protocol.
Below: SEC profile on Superdex 200inc and SDS-PAGE analysis of
peak fractions in DDM (gray and B)and LMNC (black and C)

Neo1p

Phosphorylation study
No ATPase activity has been observed
towards a variety of tested yeast
phospholipids, but a phosphoenzyme
formation assay on purified protein
(figure →) demonstrated Neo1p’s ability
to be phosphorylated.

Importance of complex formation

A previous Neo1p envelope with Neo1p-BeFx (E2P state) was aligned to
the Neo1p-AMPPCP envelope by aligning manually placed SERCA
structures.
A clear shift of the N-domain is seen, which is expected between E1 and
E2 states.
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samples purified
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phosphoenzyme
formation

According to in vivo studies, Neo1p forms a
complex with Dop1p, Mon2p and Arl1p (4). The
function of the complex is not well studied. A similar
complex has been indentified in C. elegans and
connected to Wntless recycling (5).

Top: negative stain envelope with AMPPCP and SERCA in a E1-ATP
manually docked.
Bottom: AMPPCP (mesh) and BeFx (blue) Neo1p envelopes compared.
Aligned by manual docking to aligned SERCA structures. Uranyl formate
was used as a stain in both cases.
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ATP9A/ATP9B

Is Neo1p a lipid flippase and what is its substrate?
Inactivety is possible due to auto-inhibitory state of Neo1p.
• Phosphorylation?
• Unknown binding partner?
• Regulatory lipids?
Does Neo1p require an unknown accessory subunit?

Next
• Reconstitution into detergent-free system
• CryoEM to determine high-resolution structure

The mammalian Neo1p orthologs are predicted to be 118-128 kDa and function
without a CDC50 accessory subunit (6). No in vitro data is availiable.
• Are they essential like Neo1p, either combined or individually?
• Substrate(s)?: C. elegans ortholog TAT-5 and Neo1p are suggested to
translocate PE
• Are they auto-inhibited as Neo1p might be?
Next
• Clone and establish an expression and purification protocol
• Biochemical determination of ATPase activity and substrate(s)
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